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Abstract
Background: Anxiety is common in autistic adults and significantly limits everyday opportunities and quality of life.
Evidence-based psychological therapies offered by mental health services often fail to meet the needs of autistic
adults. The development of appropriate treatments for mental health conditions and, in particular, anxiety has been
identified as a key priority by the autism community. The Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism (PAT-A©) trial
aims to address this need by investigating the feasibility and acceptability of delivering an individualised
psychological treatment for anxiety experienced by autistic adults.
Methods/design: This is a pilot randomised controlled feasibility trial. Up to 40 autistic adults with clinically
diagnosed anxiety will be randomised into one of two groups (either the PAT-A© intervention or Current Clinical
Services Plus two emotional literacy skills sessions). Before randomisation, participants will receive a detailed clinical
assessment to inform formulation and guide anxiety treatment. As part of the baseline assessment participants will
also identify two personally important ‘target situations’ that cause significant anxiety and impact upon their daily
life. Based upon the formulation and identified target situations, participants randomised to the PAT-A©
intervention will receive up to 12 individualised, one-to-one therapy sessions. Initial emotional literacy training
sessions will be followed by a bespoke, modular, needs-based treatment approach utilising one or more of the
following approaches: Mindfulness, Coping with Uncertainty in Everyday Situations (CUES), social anxiety and
graded exposure within Virtual Reality Environments. Participants in the control arm will receive two psychoeducational sessions focussing on understanding and describing emotions and be signposted to healthcare
provision as required. Data will be collected through quantitative and qualitative methods.
Discussion: This feasibility pilot trial serves as the first stage in the development and evaluation of a manualised
personalised, evidence-based psychological therapy treatment for anxiety in autistic adults. Study outcomes will be
used to inform an application for a fully powered multi-site intervention trial of adults and young people.
Trial registration: ISRCTN, ID: 15881562. Retrospectively registered on 9 August 2019.
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Background
Autistic people experience difficulties with social communication, social interaction and restricted, repetitive
patterns of behaviours [1]. Mental health conditions are
significantly more prevalent in autistic adults compared
to the general population [2, 3]. In particular, estimates
of clinically significant anxiety over the lifespan indicate
a prevalence of between 30 and 60% in samples of autistic adults [4–6]. Anxiety presentations in autistic people,
however, can vary and may have a distinct presentation,
which may be underpinned by the individual’s autismrelated profile. The symptoms may include social discomfort not associated with a fear of negative evaluation;
engagement in compulsive behaviours that are not
motivated by distress relief or idiosyncratic fears and
phobias; and significant difficulties coping with change or
uncertainty [7].
Recent research studies using the World Health Organisation International Classification of Functioning (IC
F; [8] highlight that the impact of autism and co-existing
mental health conditions extends far beyond core symptom domains to include personal interests/activities,
engagement with peers, family members and the local
community, as well as other areas of physical and mental
wellbeing [9, 10]. The range and frequency of life disadvantages for autistic adults (across the socio-economic
spectrum, including education, employment, finances,
social services, criminal justice system contact, and victimisation across the life-course) has been reported in a recent study [11]. Autistic adults have reported significantly
more disadvantages than non-autistic adults and these disadvantages significantly mediated the association between
an autism diagnosis and depression, anxiety, and life
satisfaction. Furthermore, data from the Adult Autism
Spectrum Condition Cohort–UK (ASC-UK; Brice et al.,
what do autistic people tell us about their anxiety and
treatments and services recieved? Findings from a large
UK survey, in preparation) suggests that anxiety significantly limits education and employment opportunities
and reduces quality of life.
In spite of increased interest in understanding the mental health needs of autistic adults [12], data from various
sources indicates that health services are not currently
meeting autistic adults’ needs [13, 14]. In the UK, National
Health Service (NHS) mental health teams currently
provide treatment for a range of anxiety disorders with
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) offered as the
predominant intervention [15, 16]. Evidence-based CBT
approaches include a core set of features such as Socratic
questioning, guided discovery and collaborative empiricism. These features rely on interaction with a therapist,
flexibility in thinking and emotional literacy, all of which
autistic people may struggle with [17]. Furthermore, some
CBT techniques may be difficult for people with autism,
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such as the ability to change behavioural routines and
identify how to modify cognitive processes [18]. Difficulties with imagination [19] mean that standard techniques,
such as imaginal exposure, may not always be accessible,
without modification. All of these features can impact
upon engagement and establishing a therapeutic relationship, hence the need for bespoke personalised approaches
to the delivery of psychological therapies specifically
developed to address the anxiety experienced by autistic
people that are in addition to reasonable adjustments to
support access to these therapies [20, 21].
Recognition of anxiety in autistic individuals may be
limited as a consequence of factors such as alexithymia
(difficulties recognising, understanding and describing
emotions) and/or limited social communication skills
[22]. In addition, autistic individuals often experience
symptoms of a range of anxiety disorders concurrently
[23]. This means that existing CBT packages designed
for specific anxiety diagnoses in the general population
may not be appropriate if specific aspects of the individual’s anxiety profile are not addressed and/or the treatment plan does not take sufficient account of the
interaction between anxiety and autism. Many current
psychological treatments are not always/routinely provided within a setting sufficiently adapted for people
with autism or with reasonable adjustments that would
facilitate access (Brice et al., in preparation). These factors partly explain why currently available CBT interventions may not be accessible and appropriate for many
autistic adults presenting to primary care and mental
health services [16]. The implications are that anxiety
treatments should be designed and personalised for
autistic adults in order to facilitate access to treatment
and maximise the chances of effectiveness.
Understanding and designing appropriate autisminformed psychological therapies for mental health conditions, and, in particular anxiety, are recognised key priorities for autistic individuals [24] and for the autism
research community (first and fourth in the 2016 Top
Ten research questions from the Autistica-led James
Lind Alliance Priority Setting Partnership; [25]). In
addition, both the national adult autism strategy [26]
and National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) clinical guidelines [27] highlight the prioritisation of developing high-quality, effective psychological
interventions for autistic adults.
The majority of published research on the development of psychotherapies for anxiety in autism has focussed upon children and adolescents [28]. Some studies
with adults have focussed on a range of intervention approaches, methods and measures of therapeutic change
in a small number of single case reports [29–31]. One
single-blind randomised trial of group CBT for autistic
adults, found no difference in anxiety at follow-up
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between those allocated to treatment or a waiting-list
control [32]. Novel interventions combining Virtual
Reality Environments (VREs) and CBT for the treatment
of specific phobias have demonstrated feasibility and acceptability and some evidence of acceptability and efficacy in autistic adults [33]. Trials of mindfulness-based
psychotherapies have also obtained favourable outcomes
[34, 35], for a range of symptoms such as anxiety, depression and rumination. Other trials of CBT for autistic
adults similarly aim to improve emotional regulation
and functioning as opposed to working specifically with
anxiety-based presentations. Given the growing evidence
that difficulty in tolerating uncertainty is associated with
the development and maintenance of clinically significant anxiety in autistic adults [36–39], interventions
aimed at increasing the ability to cope with uncertainty
have been piloted for feasibility and have demonstrated
promise as a treatment option [40].
The Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism (PATA©) randomised feasibility trial is designed to investigate
the feasibility and acceptability of delivering a manualised
individualised anxiety treatment package for autistic adults
with a variety of anxiety presentations. This formulationdriven and personalised psychological approach to therapy
aims to provide treatment for the diverse and often coexisting nature of anxieties found in autistic adults whilst
accommodating the specific needs and personal preferences
(e.g. sensory reactivity, social motivation, approaches
to learning) of the individual.

Methods/design
Study design

This study is a pilot feasibility randomised controlled,
single-centre trial (pilot RCT) with a blind-to-group outcome assessor. The trial has two arms; an intervention
arm (Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism; PAT-A©)
and a control arm (Current Clinical Services Plus; CCSP).
Adults aged 18 years or above with a clinical diagnosis of
an autism spectrum disorder and at least one clinically
recognised anxiety disorder that may benefit from psychological therapy will be included. All recruited participants
will live in North East England and have accessed care
from a local NHS mental health trust.
Aims and objectives

This is a feasibility trial, hence recruitment, acceptability,
retention, completion of outcome measures and adherence of participants to the two study arms (PAT-A© and
CCSP) will be assessed as the main outcomes. Other
outcomes, such as the potential reduction in anxiety and
increased engagement in ‘target situations’ (determined
collaboratively by the participant and therapist) will also
be measured to inform future trial design.
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Study registration and ethical approval

A favourable ethical opinion was provided by NHS
Health Research Authority and a Research Ethics Committee (Wales REC 5, IRAS ID: 235805). Brief eligibility
procedure and written informed consent will be obtained
from all individuals by the research associate (RA) prior to
baseline assessment.
Sample size

This pilot feasibility trial is not powered to estimate a
target difference in relative effectiveness, but rather to
address feasibility and acceptability of delivering an individualised anxiety treatment package for autistic adults
with a variety of anxiety presentations to inform a future
definitive trial. We aim to recruit up to 40 participants.
This number is based on recommendations for good
practice in feasibility studies [41].
Recruitment and eligibility criteria

Participants will be recruited from clinical teams within
Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust (CNTW). Clinical teams that treat people
who meet the eligibility criteria described below will be
approached by the RA who will outline the trial to them
and explain the recruitment procedures (adult mental
health and autism diagnostic services). Clinicians will be
encouraged to screen their caseload and waiting list for
autistic people who meet eligibility criteria before briefly
discussing the trial with them and returning an Expression of Interest Form to the RA. The RA will then contact the prospective participant with full information
about the trial. If, after reading this information, they are
still interested, the RA will arrange a meeting to discuss
the trial in more detail, answer any questions that the
participant might have and, if appropriate, take written
informed consent (although participants can take up to
a week to decide whether they would like to take part
following this meeting). The Consent Form asks participants to confirm in writing that they understand what
their participation in the study will involve, understand
their rights as a participant (e.g. right to anonymity, right
to withdraw, how their data will be handled) and that
healthcare professionals involved in their care may be informed of their participation. As a viable fall-back strategy, participants can also be recruited via the Adult
Autism Spectrum Cohort–UK (ASC-UK); a large, longitudinal research cohort of autistic adults, many of whom
have previously expressed an interest in taking part in
research. Monitoring of trial progress (including recruitment) will be discussed at fortnightly meetings including
co-investigators, RA and, where appropriate, trial
therapists.
Inclusion criteria for participation in the trial include:
an autism spectrum diagnosis given by an NHS clinical
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team; aged 18 years or older; resident in the Northumberland, Tyne and Wear area; an ability to provide informed consent and the verbal comprehension skills
required to participate in interviews, talking therapy and
the completion of questionnaires. Participants will also
be identified as experiencing clinically significant anxiety
by an NHS clinician. Intellectual ability will not be formally assessed so the trial is in line with NHS clinical
practice where clinicians take pragmatic decisions about
treatment and people’s abilities to engage in treatment,
rather than basing treatment access on cognitive assessment scores. Participants with co-existing physical and/
or mental health conditions will not be excluded unless
these conditions significantly affect capacity to engage in
the psychological therapy delivered as part of this study.
Participants will not be excluded on the basis of having
received previous or ongoing pharmacological treatments
for anxiety.
Exclusion criteria for participation in the trial include:
people without an autism diagnosis; people under the
age of 18 years; those already engaged in an ongoing
psychotherapeutic treatment for anxiety (in the 3
months prior to consent); people who are experiencing a
physical or mental health condition that would significantly impact on their ability to engage in psychological
therapy for anxiety; people unable to provide informed
consent (Fig. 1).
Randomisation

All consented eligible participants who have completed
baseline assessment will be randomised following the
formulation and treatment planning meeting with the
study team, to either the intervention (PAT-A©) arm or
the control (CCSP) group via computer-generated sequence blocks (Sealed Envelope; www.sealedenvelope.
com/). A simple randomisation schedule will be used
without blocking or stratification as this will allow us to
address the aims of the trial. A research administrator
independent of the trial will oversee this process, ensuring that the RA remains blinded to the outcome of randomisation. One of the trial therapists (PW) will inform
the participant of the outcome of randomisation and this
will also be recorded in the participant’s NHS electronic
patient record. Due to the design and configuration of
this trial, it is not possible for participants to remain
blinded to group; however, data analysis will be conducted by the RA who is blind to group.
Study interventions
PAT-A© intervention

Taking account of the formulation and treatment plan,
participants will be offered a bespoke intervention package utilising one or more manualised PAT-A© modules.
All participants will receive a manualised Understanding
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and Describing Emotions (UaDE) module, which aims to
develop a person’s ability to understand emotional states,
how different situations and thoughts impact upon these
states, and assessing current emotional-regulation strategies. Ensuring that individuals have the requisite knowledge and language in order to engage in conversations
about physiological arousal and emotions during therapy
has been highlighted as a key adaption when using CBT
with autistic adults [17]. The module length depends on
the participant’s pre-existing knowledge and ability in
relation to emotions. The module is a scaffolding
approach to enable the participant to understand other
PAT-A© treatment modules.
Following on from the UaDE module, the participant
will receive an intervention including one or more of the
following manualised treatment modules (Fig. 3). All
modules have been designed to stand alone but can also
be used in combination where appropriate.
Mindfulness Mindfulness-based therapies have demonstrated effectiveness for a range of mental health conditions [42] and have been adapted for use with autistic
adults [34, 35, 43]. This module aims to provide individuals with skills to enable them to tolerate emotional distress in everyday situations and/or facilitate engagement
with anxiety-provoking situations and behavioural experiments outlined in other treatment manuals of the PATA© intervention programme. The Mindfulness module
has been designed to include a Mini Mindfulness approach (two to three sessions in duration) and a Full Approach (six to eight sessions) depending upon the needs
of the participant.
Coping with Uncertainty in Everyday Situations
(CUES-A©) Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) has been
proposed as an important trans-diagnostic mechanism
in the development of anxiety in autistic adults [22]. The
focus of the CUES-A© intervention programme [40, 44]
is to support participants to develop their awareness,
gain confidence in their ability to recognise and manage
their own IU through collaborative CBT strategies.
Social anxiety Although autistic adults may experience
fear and anxiety in social situations for a variety of reasons, this module is designed for those where socialevaluative concerns are the predominant difficulty. It
contains the main elements commonly used in recommended treatments for social anxiety [45] that have been
adapted for autistic adults; for example, ensuring that
any social communication difficulties have been assessed
and taken into account.
Virtual Reality Environment-delivered treatment for
phobias The Virtual Reality Environment (VRE)
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Fig. 1 Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism (PAT-A©) Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) Flow Diagram

intervention programme uses visual images projected
onto the walls and ceilings of a screened room over four
20-min sessions. Participants interact with and navigate
through a specific phobia scenario with the support of a
therapist. Feasibility studies support the use of this VRE
as an acceptable and effective treatment for specific phobia in both autistic young people and adults [33, 46, 47].
CCSP (control arm)

Participants will be offered two psycho-educational
sessions focussing on understanding and describing
emotions. They will then be signposted to services that
are available to them as part of usual care.

Baseline characterisation

Following informed consent taken by the RA, initial assessment measures will be completed with the participant.
The main initial assessment will be the Anxiety and Related Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5: Adult Version (ADIS-5; [48]) undertaken with the participant and
administered by the RA (a trained clinical psychologist).
This structured interview is designed to identify current
anxiety, mood, obsessive-compulsive, trauma and related
disorders (e.g. somatic symptoms, substance use) according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental
Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5) criteria [1]. In addition, the
trial team has developed an additional Summary Form to
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capture specific phenomena that research indicates may
be particularly related to anxiety experienced by autistic
people (e.g. the presence of sensory sensitivities, IU). The
ADIS-5 also records historical information regarding previous or concurrent anxiety-related treatments and significant life events.
Following the anxiety assessment, the RA and participant will jointly identify and agree two personally important target situations that cause significant anxiety
and impact upon the participant’s everyday functioning
and quality of life. For both self-identified targets the
participant will be asked about the situation that is associated with anxiety including frequency, their reactions
to that situation (symptoms and intensity), whether they
worry about the situation in advance, and how it interferes with daily functions and activities. These details
will be summarised by the RA in a written vignette. The
protocol was developed by the Research Units on Paediatric Psychopharmacology (RUPP) Autism Network [49]
and has demonstrated high levels of agreement between
expert raters. Arnold et al. [49] reported an Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of 0.895 across a panel of
five raters. This has been a preferred outcome measure
in our previous trials, and it has demonstrated utility in
recording change in anxiety associated with a specific
real-life goal or situation [46, 47, 50–52].
The RA will also complete the: Session Engagement
Form (developed by the research team) This form requires the RA to consider the participant’s engagement
in the assessment process using five key markers, each
rated on a 4-point scale: (1) level of verbal communication, (2) focus/attentiveness, (3) understanding of key
concepts, (4) ability to flexibly move between topics and
(5) speed of processing information.
A set of self-report measures will also be completed
during the baseline assessment to enable characterisation of the individual’s autism profile and their anxiety.
These include:
 Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS-2; [53]: the SRS-2

is a standardised self-report questionnaire used
extensively to rate the social communication
difficulties of autistic adults and children. Estimates
of internal consistency of between .94 to .96 have
been reported whilst the predictive validity of the
adult form found a specificity level of .60 and
sensitivity of .86 [54]
 Anxiety Scale for Autism–Adult (ASA-A©; [55]):
the ASA-A© is a 20-item self-report measure
designed to measure anxiety in autistic adults. It
consists of four subscales: Social Phobia (SP),
Anxious Arousal (AA) and Uncertainty (U). The
ASA-A© can be summated to provide a total anxiety
score, as well as broken down into subscale scores
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(the sum of items within a subscale). All items are
rated on a 4-point Likert scale, from 0 (‘never’) to 3
(‘always’). The ASA-A© was adapted from the
Anxiety Scale for Children Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASC-ASD©; [56]) in collaboration with professionals and autistic adults, to make it suitable for
use in an adult population. The authors indicate that
a total score of ≥ 28 on the ASA-A© may indicate
the presence of significant levels of anxiety. At
present, indicative cut-offs are not available for the
subscales. Preliminary analysis of the psychometric
properties of the ASA-A© indicate excellent internal
consistency (Cronbach’s α total score = .899, Uncertainty subscale = .834, Anxious Arousal Subscale =
.845, Social Phobia Subscale = .847), excellent 1month test-retest reliability (.823) and robust convergent and divergent validity [55]
 Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS;
(Zigmond AS, Snaith RP. The Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale, submitted)): the HADS is a 14item self-report questionnaire widely used within a
variety of community and psychiatric populations in
order to measure symptoms of anxiety (seven items)
and depression (seven items). Research demonstrates
promising internal consistency (HADS-A, α =
82–.84; HADS-D, .60–.72) and convergent validity
(WEMWBS, r = −.45 to −.60, p < .001; SDQ
emotional scale, r = .80, p < .001; DSM-5 DAS
anxiety scale, r = .71, p < .001 and the PHQ-9
depression scale, r = .56, p < .001) when used with
autistic individuals [57]
 WHO Quality of Life-BREF (WHOQOL-BREF) and
Disabilities module plus Autism Addendum: the
WHOQOL-BREF [58] is an abbreviated 26-item
questionnaire covering four domains of quality of life
(Physical health, Psychological health, Social
relationships, and Environment). It is currently the
most commonly used quality of life measure within
autistic adult populations [59]. In order to ensure
relevance to our participant group the WHOQOLBREF will be used alongside the WHO Disabilities
module [60] and the Autism Addendum recently
developed by our group [61]. Internal consistency
for this measure is excellent (α = 0.93) whilst the
structural validity of the WHO factor structure is
acceptable for use with autistic people (CFI = 0.902,
GFI = 0.886, RMSEA = 0.059, PCLOSE = 0.006,
χ2 = 519.90, df = 242, p < 0.001) [61]
 EuroQoL 5 dimensions, 5 levels health survey (EQ5D): the EQ-5D [62] is a generic measure of healthrelated quality of life allowing for the calculation of
Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs), commonly
used by the NHS to measure treatment effectiveness.
There is evidence that the measure demonstrates
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convergent validity with all items of the World
Health Organisation-Five Well-Being Index
(WHO-5; [63])
 Toronto Alexithymia Scale-20 (TAS-20; [64]: the
TAS-20 is one of the most commonly used measures
of alexithymia comprising of three subscales
covering difficulty describing feelings, difficulty
identifying feelings, and externally-orientated
thinking. It has demonstrated test-retest reliability
(r = 0.79–0.92), convergent validity with other
measures of alexithymia such as the Bermond and
Vorst Alexithymia Questionnaire-form B (BVAQ-B;
r = 0.48–0.77, p < 0.05) and discriminant validity,
over time, in a sample of autistic adults and controls
(time 1, Exp(B) = 1.22, CI (1.09–1.36), p < 0.001; time
2, Exp(B) = 1.17, CI (1.06–1.29), p < 0.01) [65]
 Waisman Activities of Daily Living Scale (W-ADL;
[44]: the Waisman Activities of Daily Living Scale
(W-ADL) is a measure of independence validated in
people with a broad range of developmental
disability diagnoses. Analysis indicates that it is
reliable over time (κ = 0.92–0.93), with high levels of
internal consistency across disability groups
(Cronbach’s α = 0.88–0.94) and criterion validity
when compared to the Vineland Screener Adaptive
Behavior Composite Score (r = 0.78)
 Reasonable adjustments: an adaptation of an existing
checklist, will be utilised. As autistic adults state that
they would like professionals to take into account
their sensory sensitivities or neurological differences
[12, 13], we will aim to accommodate these within
the intervention by asking participants as part of the
baseline characterisation about their preferred
means of communication, factors which may make
attending sessions easier/more difficult, current
emotional-regulation techniques, special interests
and considerations regarding the involvement of
family members, friends or independent advocates
Formulation of anxiety and treatment planning

Once the assessment is complete, the RA will compile a
standardised assessment report including the following
information:
 Current (and, where relevant, historical) mental

health and physical health diagnosis(es) including
severity scores from the ADIS-5 diagnostic interview
 Relevant personal details/background, the impact
autism and anxiety may have on the current
functioning and a summary paragraph of each
anxiety/mental health disorder
 SRS-2 and TAS-20 summary scores
 A summary of reasonable adjustments required for
therapy
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 Two target-situation vignettes
 The Session Engagement Form

The assessment report for each consented participant
will be discussed at a meeting of trial therapists and senior members of the research and clinical team convened by the RA. During this meeting, a formulation of
the participant’s current anxiety-related difficulties will
be developed and an individualised treatment plan
agreed prior to randomisation. Decisions regarding treatment planning will be informed by a treatment algorithm developed by the clinical team as part of the trial.
The treatment algorithm uses the assessment information and the participant’s target situations to plan treatment using a combination of the treatment modules
available. Following the answering of any questions on
the presentation, the RA will leave the room, and the
clinical team will agree a treatment plan. In addition, as
part of the evaluation of the feasibility of the formulation
and treatment planning procedures, prior to the meeting, the RA will use the treatment algorithm to identify
the treatment plan that they suggest, and seal this in an
envelope to be opened at the end of the formulation
meeting. Levels of agreement in treatment plans between
the RA and the clinical team will be calculated; however,
for the purpose of this pilot RCT the clinical team’s decision will be final.
Feasibility and acceptability outcomes

The primary outcomes for this feasibility and acceptability pilot RCT will be recruitment (number of expressions
of interest, how many of those expressing interest go on
to consent (and, if not, why not?), how many are excluded and the reasons for this), acceptability (including
acceptability of the randomisation procedure), retention,
completion of outcome measures and treatment adherence. Treatment adherence will be measured by recording the percentage of sessions that each participant
attended, compared with those scheduled and reporting
the median, minimum and maximum for the sample. As
treatment is individualised and, therefore, variable in
length, there is no fixed number of sessions for a
‘complete’ dose. The therapist will also record each
participant’s engagement in homework tasks (a core
component of CBT) at each session. The participant’s
engagement will be rated on a 5-point scale ranging
from ‘not attempted’ to ‘extra homework completed’.
Each participant’s engagement in homework will be
combined into an average score over the course of their
treatment and the median, minimum and maximum at
sample level will be reported.
An opportunity to participate in a semi-structured
qualitative interview will be offered to all participants 3
months post intervention, with the aim of gaining
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information about the acceptability of the trial and treatment processes from the participant’s perspective.
Topics to be covered will include the acceptability of
randomisation, feedback on both the PAT-A© intervention and CCSP and the appropriateness of baseline and
outcome measures used. Participants will also be asked
if they have experienced any changes (either positive or
negative) in any other anxiety-related situation not
otherwise covered in the target situation(s).
Other outcomes

As the PAT-A© intervention has been developed to improve engagement with the specific target situations, the
target situation rating will also be considered as an outcome measure to identify symptom change over time.
As previously described two target situation vignettes
will be developed in collaboration with the participant
using baseline assessment data. Both vignettes and the
severity of difficulties within the target situation are then
reassessed 3 months post intervention by the RA. Degree
of improvement will be rated by an expert panel of researchers and clinicians, blinded to the treatment group,
which will compare the anonymised vignettes from baseline and follow-up and identify whether there has been
any change since baseline. A 9-point scale (from 1 ‘normalised’, 2 ‘markedly improved’, 3 ‘definitely improved’,
4 ‘equivocally improved’, 5 ‘no change’, 6 ‘equivocally
worse’, 7 ‘definitely worse’, 8 ‘markedly worse’ to 9 ‘disastrously worse’) will be used to rate change between
baseline and 3 months post intervention. Comparisons
of change scores for the two vignettes between the two
groups across time (baseline to 3- month follow-up) will
then be made. The research team also plans to repeat
the target-situation interview and ratings at 12 months
post intervention.
In addition to the target situations, the following questionnaire data will be collected at 3 months post intervention to allow analysis of differences between baseline and
follow-up across the intervention and control groups:
• Anxiety: assessed using the full-scale score on the
ASA-A
• Quality of life: assessed using full-scale score and
subscale scores on the WHOQoL-BREF plus the
ASQoL and disabilities module
• Health-related quality of life: assessed using full-scale
score on the EQ-5D
The Clinical Global Impression of Improvement (CGII) will be used to assess global clinical change between
baseline and 3 months post intervention. The CGI-I is a
standardised framework for clinicians to assess to what
extent participants’ symptoms have improved or worsened using a 7-point scale (1 – very much improved; 2 –
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much improved; 3 – minimally improved; 4 – no
change; 5 – minimally worse; 6 – much worse; or 7 –
very much worse). The RA, who is blind to group and
clinically trained, will rate global improvement using all
available data from baseline and 3-month postintervention follow-up, including:







ASA-A
WHOQoL-BREF plus ASQoL and disabilities module
EQ-5D
HADS-D (depression subscale)
Target-situation vignettes
Responses to the interview question about change in
an anxiety-related situation not otherwise included
in the target-situation vignette(s)

Ratings of 1 (very much improved) and 2 (much improved) are regarded as significant ‘improvement’, ratings of 7 (very much worse) and 6 (much worse) are
regarded as significant ‘worsening’ and ratings of 3–5
(inclusive) are regarded as ‘no change’. A percentage of
the participants’ CGI-I score will be independently rated
by a second rater to assess inter-rater reliability.
Full details of the measures repeated at follow-up can
be seen in Fig. 2.
Data collection and management

Baseline assessment and follow-up measures will be collected by a RA blinded to the outcome of randomisation.
All participants will be allocated a unique number that
will be used to identify them on all paper assessment
forms throughout the trial. All data collected on paper will
be inputted into a statistical analysis software system and
all identifying data will be stored separately. A proportion
of the data recorded on paper will be inputted electronically by two researchers independently to measure dataentry error rate. Missing questionnaire data at item level
will be managed according to the manual for each questionnaire. If no manual exists, any published precedents
will be consulted (e.g. [66]), or the mean imputed score
for that subscale/full-scale (as appropriate) will be used,
providing that no more than 30% of the data is missing.
All study data will be treated in accordance with the latest
Directive on Good Clinical Practice (2005/28/EC).
A Data Monitoring Committee (DMC) will not be required as this is a pilot feasibility trial. The RA will discuss
challenges with data collection with the lead investigators.
The RA will be responsible for ongoing review of data
completeness and any concerns will be discussed within
the wider research team and the sponsor as appropriate.
Treatment fidelity and engagement

The PAT-A© intervention has been designed to be delivered by clinical psychologists or suitably qualified
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Fig. 2 Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) Figure: schedule of enrolment, intervention and assessment
within the Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism (PAT-A©) trial

CBT therapists with experience of working with autistic
adults. Therapists will receive supervision every 2 weeks,
alongside monthly group supervision and access (as and
when required) to a consultation group of researchers
and clinicians (comprising experts in CBT and adapting
interventions for autistic people). A Session Recording
Form will be completed by the therapist after each
therapy session in order to track the treatment modules
and specific components received by the participant and

to assess therapist adherence to core CBT techniques (e.g.
guided discovery, ‘homework’ setting). Where possible,
therapy sessions will be audio-recorded in order to undertake independent fidelity ratings after all participants have
been treated. Members of the research team will review
audio-recorded sessions to ensure fidelity to the treatment
module(s) as they are defined in the manual(s).
The session engagement checklist used during assessment (described above) will also be used after each
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therapy session to assess and record the participant’s
engagement with treatment and to facilitate therapeutic
review including impact of any required autism informed
adjustments to therapy, or additional adjustments
required.
Modification or discontinuation of study interventions

A primary intervention approach is endorsed during the
PAT-A anxiety formulation; however, this may be modified in light of new information and progress during
therapy. To ensure that the intervention can be implemented, specific components of another module will be
considered within the context of a developing formulation during therapy supervision between the therapist
and clinical supervisor. When an entirely different
intervention module is indicated (a deviation from the
original PAT-A formulation), a consultation group, consisting of members of the trial team, will be convened.
The recommendations of the consultation group will be
recorded, although treatment decisions remain with the
therapist and clinical supervisor.
Participants will be entitled to discontinue their treatment at any time and without having to give reason. Interventions may also be discontinued when both the
therapist (in consultation with the clinical supervisor)
and participant agree that continuing with therapy is unlikely to be beneficial due to factors such as concurrent
life events, participant motivation, session attendance
and engagement. Treatment will be discontinued if a
screening error becomes apparent during treatment, e.g.
the identification of a clinical presentation that meets
the exclusion criteria or if a significant or immediate
clinical risk is identified, and continuation of PAT-A
would be contraindicated. Such decisions will be made
through clinical supervision and in consultation with the
participant. In any such eventuality, the trial therapist
will ensure that the participant is referred to an appropriate service for ongoing clinical support.
Adverse event recording

Any adverse event (defined within the trial as unexpected events) will be recorded using a pre-existing
checklist [67]. Events to be recorded include deterioration of existing symptoms, the emergence of new symptoms, significant changes in life circumstances and
strains in family relationships. All adverse events will be
discussed in supervision and the Trial Management
Group for those defined as significant will be dealt in accordance with relevant NHS protocols and reported to
the sponsoring NHS Trust and the reviewing Regional
Ethics Committee as per the standard operating procedure of the sponsoring NHS Trust. All adverse events will
be recorded and filed in the Trial Management File
(TMF). Any significant adverse events that occur as a
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result of the trial intervention(s) will be reported in any
publications and the same may be true for an adverse
event that was not caused by study interventions but
likely had a significant impact on a participant’s capacity
to engage successfully with trial interventions.
The trial has been indemnified by Newcastle University and Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear
NHS Foundation Trust. It is not expected that participants will experience any significant harm as a result of
taking part in this trial. Should any participant experience significant harm then this would be reported to the
sponsoring trust, which would manage this through their
standard procedures.
Statistical analysis

As this is a feasibility and acceptability pilot study, analyses will be mainly descriptive. Formal power calculations are not appropriate as the study is not designed to
test for a difference between treatments. Feasibility will,
therefore, be explored by examining:
 The number of expression-of-interest forms

received, the number who go on to consent and
those who either choose not to take part (including
reasons given) and those who are ruled out on
eligibility grounds
 Take-up, attendance and engagement with the PATA© intervention and CCSP
 Completion of follow-up data at 3 months and 12
months post intervention
 Qualitative data regarding the acceptability of PATA© from the participants’ perspective
We will also undertake some preliminary analysis of
treatment effects, and follow a pre-existing statistical
analysis plan. The difference in mean change as assessed
by the main outcome measure from our previous trials
(‘target-situation’ vignettes) and anxiety screening tools
will be examined between the groups from baseline to 3
months post intervention with accompanying 95% confidence intervals. Results will be interpreted cautiously because of the size of the study, the possible imbalance in
pre-randomisation baseline covariates and the range of
interventions offered to participants within the CCSP
arm of the trial (Fig. 3).
Dissemination plan

Dissemination of the trial findings will be undertaken in
several ways. We will work closely with autistic people,
who will review the findings alongside members of the
research team and assist with ensuring that the results
are interpreted and reported in a meaningful way. A
short webinar about the findings will be created and
hosted on our website(s) with links to this shared within
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Fig. 3 Personalised Anxiety Treatment–Autism (PAT-A©) treatment modules. Note: the number of sessions devoted to any PAT-A package
depends upon the participant’s formulation, treatment plan, and the ability to engage in the therapeutic process

dissemination events and with key local and national
stakeholders. A series of reports will be written in
accessible language and will include ‘EasyRead’ versions
to maximise accessibility. We will prepare newsletters/
reports for autistic people and their families, professionals, commissioners and other key agencies. Results
will be presented at academic meetings and research
papers submitted to open-access, peer-reviewed scientific
journals.

Discussion
Significance

The PAT-A© intervention is a novel approach to
treating anxiety conditions in autistic adults. It is a
highly individualised, modular and formulation-driven
psychological therapy that aims to improve both the
understanding and management of emotions and by
targeting one or more situations salient to the participant, to improve functioning and reduce anxiety. If
this approach to anxiety treatment in autistic adults is
found to be acceptable (to autistic people and professionals) and effective it could be used widely in
healthcare settings and thus improve everyday functioning and quality of life for affected adults and

reduce the burden of care for individuals, families and the
wider community. Study outcomes will be used to inform
an application for a fully powered multi-site intervention
trial of adults and young people.
Strengths and limitations

The CCSP (control) arm of this trial consists of usual
care from local services with two additional sessions focussing upon emotional recognition skills. The decision
to offer an enhanced level of care reflects feedback from
the autistic community about the acceptability of trial
methods. This enhanced package may support retention
of participants who are randomised to the control arm
and will provide a stringent test in a fully powered trial.
Our primary method of recruitment potentially excludes adults who struggle to, or do not, engage with
primary care or mental health services [58]; however,
consideration of methods to include participants from
other settings is beyond the scope of this feasibility trial,
which is focussed on recruitment from mental health
services. Should the PAT-A© intervention demonstrate
efficacy in a fully powered trial, then a next step would
be to consider the development of a modified treatment
package for autistic people who may require additional
support to access services.
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Trial status

Protocol Version 2.0 (1 March 2019). The first participant was recruited in November 2018. At the time of
submission, the PAT-A© trial is currently recruiting. Recruitment is expected to continue until November 2019.
The PAT-A© trial is monitored by the sponsoring NHS
trust. The trial is registered with ISRCTN and the NIHR
Portfolio.
Trial sponsorship

The PAT-A trial is sponsored by Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust. Address:
St Nicholas Hospital, Jubilee Road, Gosforth, Newcastle
upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, NE3 3XT. Tel: 0191
2081356. Web: www.cntw.nhs.uk
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